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911-Finding the Truth - Free Download - Book

I have been working to self-publish a number of the articles posted on

http://www.checktheevidence.com/

 

The result is a 300-page 6x9 book with a cover graphic design by Nick Buchanan. The cover

price (the entirety of which goes to Lulu.com) is £6.55 - probably around $9 or $10. There

is a button where you can download the whole thing for free though (partly why I decided to use

lulu).

 

Feel free to re-post this on blogs, websites etc.

http://tinyurl.com/911book

http://www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/9-11---finding-the-truth/7277552

Book is also available from Amazon USA - http://www.amazon.com/9-11-Finding-Truth-Andrew-Johnson

/dp/B002Y2OOJA/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1261871193&sr=1-2

(Not sure if this works out cheaper or more expensive than buying from Lulu directly....)
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Review by PTW

Andrew Johnson, in “9/11 Finding the Truth”, sets out to show the reader that there is more to the Truth about

9/11 than meets the eye. When ever I bring up the subject of 9/11 I am  amazed that most people I have spoken

to so far have just accepted the story that they have been given by the Media. That Two Planes flew into Two

Towers and then they fell down. People in general don't  even know about Tower Seven let  alone all the other

Buildings that where effected on that Day.

I was very surprised when someone very close to me told me he thought it was an inside Job within a few months

of the event. I was even more surprised to find out first hand that many Journalists also felt this but considered it

more than there Jobs worth to voice there opinions.  I  remained skeptical until a couple of  years back when I

started to venture into the wonderful world of You Tube researching the Mysterious HUM (Taos HUM etc.) Then I

began watching all the videos concerning 9/11 and eventually turned to Alex Jones where I  was able to watch

many films covering some aspects of 9/11. Something seemed wrong as I kept watching those buildings “come

down” at free fall speed and it just did not sit right with me. I mentioned to a good “You Tube friend”, that I was not

happy with the theory that it was a series of controlled demolitions that brought down the Towers. She instantly

directed me to Dr. Judy Wood at her site drjudywood.com and suddenly my eyes where opened. I  watched all of

her lectures and listened to all of  her Radio interviews including the ones with the Author of this very valuable

book.

Andrew certainly achieves his objectives with this work - which are to expose another level of intrigue beyond the

rather ridiculous official explanations of what happened that fateful day. It is my opinion that Dr. Judy Wood has

set out a very clear case of what actually happened and provides an extraordinary case through the thoroughness

of her investigation.  She avoids theories,  speculation and finger pointing and presents an enormous amount of

evidence - including many incredible  photographs. Her main point, with which I agree whole heartedly, is that we

need to establish WHAT happened on that day before we can begin to explore any further.

In this book Andrew exposes not only  that most people concerned with 9/11 are ignoring all the most relevant

facts but that the degree of hostility towards Dr. Wood  by many “Gurus” of the so called “Truth Movement” leads

one to the inescapable conclusion that the Truth Movement itself  has been hijacked by those who wish, in the

spirit  of  Orwell’s “1984”,  to hide the Truth from us.  I  was astounded by most  of  the evidence that  Dr.  Wood

provides and even more amazed that most of her evidence was being ignored or derided by many in the “Truth

Movement”. So much is missing from all of the films that I have watched concerning the destruction of the World

Trade Cetre Complex.  The “Truth Movement” is  drawing the conclusion that  9/11 was an inside Job from an

assumption that the buildings where destroyed by a conventional controlled demolition. Dr. Wood  demonstrates

conclusively that this was not the case and in all the time I have been investigating this event I have seen no real

evidence to support the Demolition Theory only personal assaults on Dr. Wood  and Andrew Johnson.

There are many transcriptions of interviews with the Gurus of the Truth movement in this book, which may at first

sight  seem superfluous,  as it  is  easy enough to gain access to the original broadcasts,  but  no.  One quickly

realises that setting it down on the page gives one more of a chance to review what is actually being said. It is

really quite shocking when you really get down to it that these respected Scientists are simply trying everything in

their power to “muddy the waters” and create confusion - in a most unscientific way. I kept thinking to myself “are

these people really scientists?” And even “are these people really adults!” I  think of  particular relevance is the

portion dealing with well known 9/11 Truther Ace Baker’s attempts to discredit John Hutchison and the “Hutchison
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Effect”. It  is astounding to suggest that setting up a bogus experiment to show that it  is possible to create an

illusion with the Camera and dismissing all other criteria of a scientific experiment could be judged to have any

meaning or value other than to cast doubt on the credibility of Ace Baker. Just think how many things you could

apply that to. The Hutchison Effect  would obviously not be taken seriously if it was just based on film evidence -

that would be like saying Ghosts must be real because we have photographic evidence of them or conversely that

Ghosts can't be real because someone once faked a photo. Baker’s attitude seems, a trifle unhinged but what is

more astounding is that Jim Fetzer, a principal Guru of the Truth movement, sees Baker’s fake film as proof that

the Hutchison effect is fake. This is mind numbingly weird to me.

All of  the work contained in this book confirms that  something is very wrong within the Truth movement.  Jim

Fetzer's  dismissal  of  the Hutchison Effect  is  crucial  to understanding the meaning of  the deception as  the

Hutchison Effect is central to an understanding of what went on 9/11. Most of the more enlightened people who I

speak with are aware of the basic tenets of the 9/11 truth movement’s “Inside Job” theory - and its relation to the

invasion of Iraq and Afghanistan and see that as a symptom of Greed and manipulation. A study of Dr. Wood 's

evidence is bound to cause one to reach very different and far more grave set of conclusions - perhaps grave

conclusions beyond your worst  nightmares.  The extent  of  the distortions that  Andrew demonstrates  in these

articles leads one not only to conclude that something is very,  very wrong within the “Truth Movement” but that

perhaps the whole world has been “hijacked” by the perpetrators of  this act,  that  Dr.  Wood  describes in her

lectures as a “9/11 The New Hiroshima”.

I have to admit I found 9/11 Finding the Truth a very exciting read as it really involves the reader in a very personal

way. I found it immensely helpful also in demonstrating the skills of some of the people who set out to destroy and

discredit Dr. Wood 's work and reputation. The part of the book that deals with the anonymous bet sent to Andrew

is particularly uncomfortable to read and most helpful in guiding one through the process of dealing with a probable

“disinfo” agent with a very high degree of training in Psychology.

In conclusion I  would say that  this  book is  of  immense value to anyone who takes the future of  this  planet

seriously. It is obvious that 9/11/01 was probably the most significant day in the History of the “Modern World”. It

is not just an event in the past but an event of which the Truth  is only just beginning to dawn on us, as we wake

up to the profound discomfort of truly understanding the World in which we now live.

 -- PTW, July 2009

Review by L.B.O

I just finished reading all of "911 Finding the Truth.pdf" in about 8 hours. Your honesty and integrity is at 100%.

Your writing style made it an effortless read. Thank you for exposing the Web-of-Control that's out there, as well

as strategies to navogate through it.

Having been awake only since June 2008 is bad enough; But, by being introduced by Alex Jones and others... I'm

really playing catch-up.
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